The Commodity Specialist Guide deals with these and many other markets in much more detail over multiple
time-frames. For more details and information about Seven Days Ahead’s other trading guides, and
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Crude Oil Bulls Beginning to Stir
Earlier this year a key reversal month in Brent Crude gave hope to medium term bears, but
after initial weakness the subsequent lack of follow-through has now given way to a bout of
s/term strength that suggests bears had their chance and bulls are regaining confidence.

The Commodity Specialist view
BRENT CRUDE - WEEKLY
CONTINUATION CHART:
The 38.2% pullback
provided good support and
the subsequent
consolidation was initially
thought to be the precursor
to further weakness.
However, recent gains
have exceeded certain
resistance (e.g. prior highs
on this chart) which implies
bear momentum has dried
up.
This provides an early
green light to bulls now.
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This information memorandum has been prepared solely for informational purposes for customers of Seven Days
Ahead and is based on publicly available information from sources believed to be reliable. It is not an
offer, recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell, nor is it an official confirmation of terms. No
representation is made as to the completeness or accuracy of any statements or forecasts contained herein
and no responsibility or liability is accepted for losses arising from transactions undertaken or
investments purchased, sold or held on its recommendation. Consequently, any persons acting on information
contained herein do so entirely at their own risk. Although the opinions contained herein were considered
valid at the time of release, financial markets are subject to rapid and unexpected movements. Seven Days
Ahead, its associated companies, their directors, employees, other customers or connected persons may from
time to time undertake transactions or deal in investments mentioned in this information memorandum or have
a material interest, relationship or arrangement in relation to them.

BRENT CRUDE - DAILY
CHART DEC-10:
On this chart the breach of
falling resistance followed by
the 84.09 04-Aug high were
s/term bull signs.
The current danger is a slip
back and close below the
77.09 23-Sep low, which would
negate the break and resurrect
bear risk once more.
Meanwhile, beyond possible
76.4% resistance at 88.20
there is not much in the way of
a return to the early May high.
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